The Downtown River Precinct:

Conceptual & Schematic Design

Northwood Associates Landscape Architects Ltd.

January 31, 2013

Northwood Associates Landscape Architects Ltd. was retained by the City of Owen Sound in late August 2012
to use an urban design approach to prepare a conceptual and schematic design plan for the Downtown River
Precinct.
Project goals include:
 to improve the character and perception of the project area
 to make it an inviting and inclusive public space, strengthening the image and identity of the downtown
 embrace and highlight the natural environment of the Sydenham River
Design criteria:
 Develop design in consultation with stakeholders, City staff, funding partners and the public
 Build on the 2001 Owen Sound Harbour and Downtown Urban Design/Master Plan Strategy
 Where appropriate, incorporate intents of other recent design plans within the project area (e.g. Market
Square, 1 St. Ave. W and the Library/Art Gallery/Cenotaph area streetscape, 9th Street streetscape)
 Draw on CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) principles as well as progressive
Placemaking ideas, research and techniques, as purported by PPS (Project for Public Spaces), among
others

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

See attached Power Point presentation and plans.

1. Create a continuous riverside trail linking the Harbour to the Mill Dam
2. Extend Percy England Parkette to the top of the riverbank
3. E side 800 block:
a) Develop a ‘promenade’ along the top of the riverbank on the E side 800 block
b) Create a comfortable place for people at the N end (remove 6 or 7 parking spaces)
c) Realign 1st Avenue East north (and south) of 8th Street
d) Create a Market Square on the W side of the market, focused on the river
e) Develop a multi‐purpose Civic Square for special events (and parking) between the market
building and City Hall
4. Create landings at various locations along the river bank for small craft tie‐up and launching
5. Strengthen existing paths and create more walkways, trails and nodes (trail heads), including relocation of
the existing Cycle Park to the W side of 1st Ave E along the top of the river bank
6. W side 900 block:
a) Remove the visual barriers (shrubs and solid stone balustrades)
b) Plant shade trees, add benches, a food concession and tables/chairs
c) Place canoe/kayak racks near the river bank, encourage a canoe/kayak rental concession
7. W side 800 block:
a) Provide space for more art (non‐permanent)
b) Create a story‐telling circle (mini‐amphitheatre)
8. Develop Jervis Bay Park as a playful children’s park with a nautical theme focused on the river (nautical
flagpole, reference to the WW history of the Merchant Marine)
9. E side 900 block:
a) develop the Riverworks, a pedestrian district with restricted vehicular access and limited parking;
‘back‐door’ shopping, cafes with patios, seating, viewpoints to the river
10. Festival of Northern Lights: within the River Precinct, focus on coordinated lighting in the trees and of
buildings and structures so that fences are not necessary
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REASONS TO BE IN THE RIVER PRECINCT
Walking
Cycling
Meeting Friends
Relaxing
Viewing

Theatre
Art
Music
Dance
Story‐telling

Market
Art Crawl
Shopping
Dining
Street Food

Boating
Fishing
Information
Picnicking

Special Events
History
Ceremony & Culture
Children’s Play

PUBLIC INPUT AND RESPONSE:
See also attached.
1. Nov. 5/12 Public Meeting at the County Council Chambers: 41+ people in attendance
2. Dec. 3/12 Public Meeting in the Library Auditorium: 25+ people in attendance
3. One‐on‐one meetings/conversations with stakeholders: Library, Art Gallery, DIA, MNR staff,
Conservation Authority staff, Sydenham Sportsmen, Police Services, City Staff (Parks Manager, Event
Coordinator, Market Manager) plus other stakeholders
4. Written submissions/comments from the public: 15
5. Interviews and conversations with users ‘on the street’
Overall public response to the proposed design has been very positive.
However, the Festival of Northern Lights (FNL) has expressed concern about removal of the fences.
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PUBLIC MEETING
DOWNTOWN RIVER AREA – URBAN DESIGN
Monday, December 3, 2012
4.45 p.m. Owen Sound & North Grey Union Public Library - Auditorium

The City’s Downtown & Harbourfront Master plan states: Communities prosper when places
are livable and people enjoy being there.
This master plan study and the execution of the phases (the “Big Dig”) completed to date
have set a positive direction and climate for redevelopment in the downtown. One of the
key master plan strategies is to “strengthen the image and identity of Owen Sound’s
Harbour and Downtown”.
The goal, through an urban design approach is to re-develop the area and make it an
inviting, inclusive public space. We have appreciated your input to date and invite you to
attend the second meeting.
A short open house at 4.45 p.m. will be followed by a presentation at 5 p.m. with
opportunity for public input and comment to follow.
Once input has been received on the draft plan, it will be presented at a future date to
Council for approval. If you are unable to attend, please submit comments or to obtain
additional information, please contact Pam Coulter at pcoulter@owensound.ca

The River Precinct
Downtown, Owen Sound

Kim Allerton OALA

Northwood Associates Landscape Architects Ltd.

January 28, 2013
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Project Area and Goals
Using an urban design approach … based on the 2001 Master Plan
develop a conceptual and schematic design
for the Downtown River Precinct
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Project Goals
City Hall

Market

Library
Art Gallery

Improve the character, make it inviting and inclusive
Strengthen the image and identity of the downtown
Embrace and highlight the natural environment of the river
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Information Gathering
September and October 2012
One‐on‐one meetings and conversations with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cindy Weir, CEO, Owen Sound & North Grey Union Library
Virginia Eichhorn, Director, Tom Thomson Art Gallery
Sydenham Sportsmen’s Association
Carolyn Bigley, Owen Sound DIA
John Howard, Manager of Parks & Open Space
Doug Cleverley, Event Facilitator
Tom Pink, Manager, Owen Sound Farmer’s Market
John Cottrill, Grey Sauble Conservation + other GSCA staff
Ministry of Natural Resources staff members
Owen Sound Police Services
Faye Harshman
Ron Pirie
Christy Hempel
+ others, including users ‘on the street’
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November 5, 2012 Public Meeting

•
•
•
•

41+ people attended
Open ‘conversation’ about possibilities
Positive response to the preliminary Concept Plan
Inspired further comment and suggestions
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Downtown River Precinct

Preliminary concept, refined …
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Downtown River Precinct

Continuous riverside trail linking the Harbour to the Mill Dam
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Downtown River Precinct

Extend the Percy England Parkette to the top of the riverbank
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Downtown River Precinct

Develop a ‘promenade’ along the top of the riverbank
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Downtown River Precinct

Remove 6 or 7 parking spaces and create a comfortable place for all people
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Downtown River Precinct

Realign 1st Avenue East north and south of 8th Street
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Downtown River Precinct

Create a ‘Market Square’ focused on the river
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Downtown River Precinct

Develop a multi‐purpose Civic Square for special events (and parking)
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Downtown River Precinct

Create ‘landings’ for short‐term boat tie‐up and launching canoes/kayaks
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Downtown River Precinct

Strengthen existing paths and create more walkways, trails, nodes
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Downtown River Precinct

In the 900 block: remove the visual barriers, add benches, trees, tables …
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Downtown River Precinct

… a food concession, and canoe and kayak rentals
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Downtown River Precinct

In the 800 block: more ‘art’ and a story‐telling circle (mini‐amphitheatre)
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Downtown River Precinct

Develop Jervis Bay Park as a children’s park, with a nautical theme
20

Downtown River Precinct

Develop Riverworks: a pedestrian district with restricted vehicular access and
limited parking; ‘back‐door’ shopping, cafes with patios, seating …
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Downtown River Precinct
Shopping

Dining

Art
Crawl
Viewing

Boating
Fishing

Walking

Food

Picnicking

Meeting
Friends

Special
Events

Relaxing
Market

Theatre

Art
Music

Storytelling

History

Information

Cycling

Dance
Ceremony
& Culture

Children’s
Play

Lots of reasons to be here …
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Festival of Northern Lights: change the focus so fences are no longer necessary
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Downtown River Precinct

Conceptual Design
Kim Allerton OALA

Northwood Associates Landscape Architects Ltd.

December 3, 2012
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Walkways
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Pathways

… from Civic Action Plan for Central Delaware River, Philadelphia, Wallace Roberts Todd
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Landings
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29

Promenade
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Promenade
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Promenade

32

Market

33

Performance
possibilities

34

Story‐telling

35

Art possibilities

36

Jervis Bay Park
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38

Riverworks
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40

41

Street vendors
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December 3, 2012 Public Meeting
25+ people attended
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December 3, 2012
Public Meeting
•

25+ people attended

•

Generally very
positive response to
the Concept and
Schematic Plans
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Safety and Security in Public Spaces
“So‐called ‘undesirables’ are not the problem.
It is the measures taken to combat them that is the problem….
The best way to handle the problem of undesirables
is to make the place attractive to everyone else.”
– William H. Whyte

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED):
Underlying concepts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Natural Surveillance (remove visual obstacles)
Natural Access Control (deny criminals access to potential targets)
Territorial Reinforcement (clearly define limits of public space)
Good maintenance helps to deter offenders
Positive use deters negative use

Avoid landscaping that might create blind spots or hiding places.
46

Loitering … or lingering ?
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1

1

1

1

1

1

Suggested Priorities:
1. Remove visual and physical obstacles (e.g. overgrown shrubs and parking in select
locations); realign some curbs; plant trees for shade and spatial definition
2. West side: develop continuous walkways and landings along the river
3. East side: reconstruct 1st Avenue, 700 and 800 blocks first, then 900 block
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ron Pirie <rpirie@advantagegroup.com>
Thursday, September 13, 2012 9:44 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
montgomery.king@sympatico.ca; njdevlin@bmts.com; pcoulter@owensound.ca
Revitalization Study Meeting

Dear Kim:
Thanks for taking the time to meet with Monty, Neil and I, in our “stakeholder” role.
In general, I think the thrust of improving access to and desirability of the river front is a highly desirable goal and will
benefit the City greatly. As we discussed, other Cities use the river as the focus on their City’s growth. In Owen Sound the
river seems to have been forgotten.
With specific respect to the area nearby the new condominium development, here are my thoughts.
‐

I recognize the benefit of bringing more people to the riverfront. And I think we all share the view that replacing
angle parking, cutting back the heavy tree growth and relocating 1st Avenue away from the river would be useful to
make the area more pedestrian friendly and “open up” the river to more people. Putting a walk way along the
river’s edge would be great.

‐

I also agree that loitering on Tim’s property would be greatly reduced by extending the Tim’s building to the
sidewalk, enclosing the area with a wall and putting up tables etc. Whether Faye wishes to remove the drive
through is unclear.

‐

However, I do not believe that these actions on their own will adequately address the issues of loitering at the
corner of 1st Ave and 9th Street. (PS – As we walked back from our meeting, there were roughly 30 people sitting
and standing on the grass and near the park benches near the corner). The Tim’s crowd will just continue to
dominate that corner and force others wishing access to the river to move down towards City Hall. This would not
be acceptable to me. Unless a plan is in place that will be guaranteed to reduce the loitering at the corner, I would
have strong reservations about developing the proposed condominium. As much as I wish it weren’t so, I know that
the folks who would want to buy a unit in the building do not want to have 30 young and/or street people standing
outside the front door of their high end condo. Nor do I think having this density of loitering so highly visible in the
downtown is good for the revitalization of the downtown generally.

‐

As we discussed, a better solution is to create a barrier at that corner which prevents/discourages loitering. We
discussed the idea of creating a more upscale eating establishment with river view seating. That could be great if it
could be done. However, that is a very long term goal. In the short term I strongly believe the following actions are
necessary:
o Allowing us to temporarily use the corner as a staging area for construction and car parking during the first
half of 2013. At the same time, remove the benches from the corner and create adequate bench seating
further down towards the market. This will cause a break in the current behaviour and make later
introduction of a new landscape design at the corner less of an issue.
o When the area is no longer required in 2013 for construction staging, plant low shrubbery throughout this
area to discourage/prevent people from hanging around the corner area. (We could fund this out of our
Parkland Contribution.) The option of providing attractive seating and bench areas further along the river
will allow these folks to spread out more along the river and be less of a dis-incentive for others to visit the
river.

‐

The flood control stone work on the west side of the river facing the planned development is extremely
unsightly. We believe that its appearance could be dramatically improved at low cost through plantings between the
stones. This could also be funded from the Parkland Contribution. These enhancements could be implemented
almost immediately without the need to wait for the other more significant plans you discussed for the lands further
along the west side of the river towards the harbour.
1

We’d be pleased to speak with you again at your convenience and look forward to reviewing your final report to ensure my
concerns are addressed in the design.
Best regards,
Ron Pirie
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kim Allerton <kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca>
Thursday, November 01, 2012 3:15 PM
'David Edwards'
'Coulter, Pam'
RE: Downtown River front

Hello David,
Thank you for taking the time to respond to the City on this initiative; I hope you and/or others from St. Andrew’s are able
to attend the public meeting on Monday – your input is very important.
I am making note of your concern about parking and have heard similar views expressed by others about how important the
existing parking is in this block. We are still gathering information and are in the early stages of developing a
schematic/conceptual design for this area, so please feel free to contact me at any time with your thoughts and ideas about
this space.
Best regards,
Kim

Kim Allerton OALA
Northwood Associates Landscape Architects Ltd.
176042 Concession Rd. 6., R.R. #1
Desboro, ON N0H 1K0
Cell: 519‐377‐2737
Tel: 519‐794‐2737
Fax: 519‐794‐2015
From: Coulter, Pam [mailto:pcoulter@owensound.ca]
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 2:46 PM
To: David Edwards
Cc: kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
Subject: RE: Downtown River front

David
Thank you for your email.
I will pass it along to Kim Allerton
The meeting Monday is really to receive input – so I can not at this point comment on potential loss of spaces.
If you would like to receive a notice of the next meeting – please let us know.
Thanks
Pam
Pamela Coulter, BA, MCIP RPP
Director of Community Services
519-376-4440 ext. 1252
519-371-0511 fax
From: David Edwards [mailto:djedwards@bmts.com]
Sent: November-01-12 2:38 PM
To: Coulter, Pam
Subject: Downtown River front
1

I am contacting you on behalf of St Andrew's Presbyterian Church. Our concern is the impact on the already inadequate (and
too expensive) number of parking spaces in our area. Do you see a reduction in available spaces available in this area along
1st Ave West between 8th and 9th Streets.
Please advise
Dave Edwards
Chair - Board of Managers St Andrew's Presbyterian
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Coulter, Pam <pcoulter@owensound.ca>
Sunday, November 04, 2012 11:40 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
Fw: River Area - Urban Design

From: John Tamming [mailto:john@tamminglaw.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 10:38 AM
To: Coulter, Pam
Subject: RE: River Area - Urban Design

Please use this email; I misspelled dam in the last
From: John Tamming [mailto:john@tamminglaw.com]
Sent: November-04-12 9:18 AM
To: Coulter, Pam (pcoulter@owensound.ca)
Subject: River Area - Urban Design

Dear Pam:
I very much regret that I cannot attend Monday as I am out of town. I do have the following comments and feel free to
circulate them to whomever; they are intended to be public.

General Comments
1. River improvements are a natural and necessary complement to what the city has done over the years in the
downtown. I speak in particular of the west harbourfront area and the downtown core. The Big Dig was a heavy
lift but it improved the downtown core immeasurably and had to be done. The façade program has paid off in
spades as well and I commend council for standing behind the program for these many years. Council invested
extra funds into the aesthetics of the 9th Street bridge and it is simply a very inviting span and walkway.
2.

River improvements are a natural and necessary complement to what private investors have spent funds on in
the last decade as well. On my tiny block, The Spa, The Edgewater and the former Christian Science church have all
seen major capital investments and I trust the former pool hall is also slated for impressive things. The downtown
Tim’s has done what it could in terms of quality fencing to maintain its appearance as well. Monies invested in the
river would not then be part of a dubious effort to jump start beautification of the area but in fact would simply
echo what the citizens have been spending on on their own.

3. The Sydenham River remains the spiritual heart of our town. It was our first name and the area would not have
been settled in the 1840’s without it. It is almost trite to observe that Inglis Falls, Harrison Park and Mill Pond
continue to comprise much of what is interesting about our city. Unfortunately, any and all of that interest (with
the exception of a stretch opposite the library) dies at the Mill dam.
For these reasons, I support any efforts of your council to invest in the riverfront. It must be affordable and done over time
but this is very much a legacy project that we citizens owe the river.

Specific Comments
1

1. Make the river a priority with our public works department: I confess that I do not know whose juristiction it is,
but we owe the river regular maintenance and cleanup.
a) There should be an annual barge run down the river south of Mill dam to remove deadfall. On my regular
walks, I have stared at the same deadfall for years; it is unsightly.
b) Litter we will always have with us, unfortunately, and public works has got to stay on top of it to a far greater
extent. The garbage already at the base of the 9th street bridge is a case in point. The river should have a
higher priority with public works than certain remote parks that are tucked away and hardly seen or used. This
is the most visible area of our town and public works needs to be instructed to double down on the river area,
even if that takes away from other work. In other words, this can be accomplished at little or no extra cost.
2. Tear out the bricks on the west side riverbank north of the Ninth Street Bridge: They are an eyesore and
incapable of routine maintenance.
3. Think creative: Is it possible to place a small dam and fish ladder at the 10th street bridge, thereby encouraging
kayaking and rowing along the river? Can the city encourage Kayack and other boat rentals along the river front?
4. Retain professionals: As you know, waterfront landscaping and development is a specialized field and I would like
to see professionals retained to help us see the possibilities for this section of the river.

Thank you for allowing public comments on this matter. I do wish you well and I look forward to future public meetings on
this topic.

Cordially,

John A. Tamming
/jat

This E‐mail contains legally privileged and confidential information intended only for the individual or entity named in the message.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If this communication was received in error, please notify us by reply E‐mail and delete the original message
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Goss <gossdes@bmts.com>
Tuesday, November 06, 2012 9:32 AM
Kim Allerton
river ideas

Hi Kim
A good presentation last night and I think there was generally a very positive response to the work you have already done. I
thought I would write down some of my thoughts while they were still fresh.
I mentioned my concern last night about the steep east slopes of the river banks between 10th and 8th Streets. And your
suggestion of indigenous plantings and shrubs seems the right way to go. I also think there needs to be some way down
those banks for fishing, perhaps a couple of diagonal wood stairways down to some sort of wood dock. I think you showed a
couple of those in your rough sketches.
I put a sticky‐note on the large parking lot between city hall and the market building as "central public space." What I'm
trying to say here is that this is almost the geographical centre of the city and potentially a gathering or meeting place, a
place for occasional events. Again, you mentioned this, but I would put more emphasis on it somehow as a more
permanent focal point. The city hall (government, ordered) and the market building (commercial, chaotic) make such a
perfect pair, and that open space could link them more. I appreciate the parking issue, so perhaps your idea of multi‐
purposing is the best one ‐ attractive paving that doubles as parking during office hours and becomes a pedestrian friendly
area in the evenings, weekends or special events. I also appreciate that this project is meant to be taking a look at the river,
but hopefully this space can be included.
1st Ave East going straight through that area is a great idea, but I'm not sure how that works out with my ideas above. This
1st Ave move would give a really nice pedestrian space between the market building and the river, adding what could be
another whole park to the downtown. One reservation: Saturday morning vendors use the west side of the market building
to park their small trucks and vans, backing them up against the extension. That would have to be incorporated.
I have become really interested in cycling as basic transportation, and use my bicycle to do a lot of activities in the
downtown core: post office, Metro, the bank and so on. But this is a really bad city for cycling ‐ read "dangerous."
Designated lane ways and paths are the only way to go. If cycling is incorporated into the pathways in this central area, it
could be seen as a serious starting point for the city to branch out from. It would connect (recreationally) with the inner
harbor pathways at the north end, and the potential with pathways that connect through to the new 2nd Ave bike lanes to
the entrance to Harrison park. There are already two marked bicycle lanes on the new 9th Street bridge. The 8th Street
bridge has a wide sidewalk, designated to be half bike lane, but this is an unmarked lane going to an extremely awkward
crossing of 8th Street. It would be far better here to connect under the bridge with a trail south of the bridge. The 10th
Street bridge is another problem. Since the removal of the railway bridge (which was on the city's plan as part of a bicycle
route) there is no way to cross from a path on the west side of the river to the east side of the harbor north of 10th Street.
You have to get off your bike and walk across the bridge on the north side. On the east side, the harbor path should meet
10th Street, not meet the road 100 feet north. These issues may not be part of the mandate, but I would argue they have to
be thought of in planning where the pathways go in those central two blocks.
I really like the idea of the park across from the Tom Thomson being a place for public art to connect back to the gallery,
and also the children's reading area connecting back to the library. And I also agree with your comments about the sort of
situation we have across from Tim Horton's. 20 people or more are often congregating around a couple of picnic tables and
pickup trucks. The solution is in having more lingerers, by having more public space that draws a greater mix of people to
the area. I would guess that the owners of the franchise would argue with you about the lack of parking, but the idea of
turning that parking space into an outdoor patio is a good one.
That's it. If I think of anything else I'll send it along.
1

Andrew Goss
781 2nd Ave West
Owen Sound
519‐371‐1857
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Coulter, Pam <pcoulter@owensound.ca>
Tuesday, November 06, 2012 10:30 AM
Ryan Wiseman
Kim Allerton; Coursey, Ruth
RE: DOWNTOWN RIVER AREA - URBAN DESIGN Notice of second meeting
4671_001.pdf.pdf

Ryan
Thanks for your email, I am sorry you missed last night – it was a great meeting with a lot of great ideas.
I have copied Kim Allerton on your comments as well.
I have attached the staff report to Council re the project that will explain retaining Northwood.
The comment sheet from last night will be on the City’s website in the next few days along with other info on the project.
Watch here and in the paper for the notice for the next meeting. A date has not yet been selected.
Pam
Pamela Coulter, BA, MCIP RPP
Director of Community Services
519-376-4440 ext. 1252
519-371-0511 fax
From: Ryan Wiseman [mailto:ryan@rjgcreative.com]
Sent: November-05-12 5:58 PM
To: Coulter, Pam
Subject: DOWNTOWN RIVER AREA – URBAN DESIGN Notice of second meeting

Pam,
Could not attend this evening but would like information regarding another date for public consultation /
information. If anything is available before that time (summary report from this evening perhaps ?) that would be
great to see also.
Additional question ... Which has to do with the order of operations so to speak in public consultations such as
this. At what time and on whose direction did/does the city make decisions regarding consultants on city projects (
I am guessing a tender in here somewhere maybe?) This decision it seems to me could have a very significant
impact on the "flavour" or "style" of the project ...even before public consultation begins?
Thanks in advance for a notice of the next date / update on the Downtown river area
Cheers,
Ryan
_______________________________________
Ryan Wiseman
Twitter: @wiseman
Facebook: facebook.com/ryanwiseman
select projects:
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dieter Heinrich <heinrich@sympatico.ca>
Thursday, November 08, 2012 9:01 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
robert_ral@yahoo.ca
Good presentation Monday night

Kim,
I wish to commend you again on a creative and exciting set of proposals Monday evening.
I especially liked it that you led with the idea of a path close by the water. I might suggest the path be back far enough so as
not to disturb the natural shoreline, and so as not to require a railing. It should continue under the bridges so as to make a
continuous experience, and if possible keep it on the same side to the Mill Dam to avoid having to come up and cross a
bridge. Also, I wonder whether it really can be made, or should be made, wide enough to be a bike path as well. It might be
best not to promise too much there.
I think the idea of rejuvenating the corner by the 9th St. bridge, and the extension of the linear park next to City Hall, are
also key ideas. A fountain perhaps?
A great challenge will be to keep the place lively in winter. Perhaps a fire pit? Or an observation tower like the one up on
9th Ave. E.?
Or a statue of Tom Thompson solo paddling his canoe?
I general, we need to be wary toward sculpture and art installations.
Good in theory but we risk getting stuck with badly chosen pieces which we will be condemned to look at forever. Make
sure the installations are temporary, and have sunset dates. Unless we can be sure we'll get a process and a budget that will
really result in quality choices, it might be best not to suggest it.
I'd like to suggest the idea of a busker stage, and perhaps a speaker's corner a la City TV. It might be sponsored by a local
media outlet which could edit and transmit speakers' comments to the community. It would make for a great source of
testimonials.

I'm concerned you'll get push back on parking if spots are lost, and I do think it best not to stress the merchants. A loss of
parking could impact the market as well, which we want to support.
I absolutely agree with you, by the way, about the fences. No fences, even if it means an end to the lights festival.
I'm very supportive of this wonderful project. You're really off to a terrific start. Please add my name to your contact list.
Cheers,
Dieter

‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
1

Dieter Heinrich
375 4th St. E.
Owen Sound ON N4K 1A9
telephone: 226‐664‐0464
email: heinrich@sympatico.ca
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Paul Foster <paulfoster@rogers.com>
Saturday, November 10, 2012 7:36 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
'Paul Foster'
River Precinct - Stakeholders Meeting Comments
4013254e-4d85-479a-8eed-7ae39386b5cb.jpg; CanoeRack-288x198.jpg; imagesCACY0YFU.jpg; untitled.bmp;
DenverMall.jpg

Thanks for the great information session.
Here are my few comments:


One of the top priorities must be the establishment of a walkway (end to end). The walkway needs to be wide and
needs to have some form of lighting, but not lighted to the degree of a parking lot, more just to minimize the
blackness that now exist due to no lighting. (Strike a balance between a natural setting and providing a safe feeling
for someone who may walk after dark).
In designing the walkway keep in mind that one of the unique features of this little section of river is the fish and the
fisherman.
We have fisherman who fly fish (long poles, big arching whips with the line) and little kids learning for the first time.
So the walkway needs to accommodate all these activities and most important not blocking the ability to have access
the water at any point and providing enough room behind the fishermen to aid in casting.

The walkway should have adequate seating placed along it. Garbage containers need to be part of the design,
placed in a manner that would proved ease for the city workers to pick-up.


Part of Owen Sound’s history was the shipyard and ship building/repair. (Attached Photo – example of interesting
feature along the river system)



Also keep in mind the many users of small water craft like canoes, kayaks. These require lower areas to be able to
transition from water to land and maybe lay down areas with racks to place your canoe or kayak while enjoying the
down town. (Attached Photo) May consider timber framing elements such as what was used to build the band stand.



Use signage and embed technology such as that used in the trail master plan (QR codes) to provide information of
the area, things to do, fish species etc.



th
With regards for First Street – Google 16 street Denver, an example where a street still functions but primary use is
walking. (Attached Photo)

Thanks for your time and I look forward to seeing what your design will entail.
Paul Foster
233 4th Street A East
Owen Sound
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jake See <jsee5@uwo.ca>
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 12:46 PM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
admin@owensound.ca
Owen Sound River Precinct Comments

Jake has posted a Owen Sound River Precinct Comment notification
Jake See
Phone: 519 379 4775
Email: jsee5@uwo.ca
Address:
Description:
I think that this is a great idea. I enjoy that you are trying to make pedestrian shopping areas and a large market square. I
also think that having a mini amphitheatre in the downtown core would be really useful. The idea of making the river area
easily usable with boats and kayaks would be fantastic. Maybe have sail boats come to the harbour if possible in the
summer and have a nautical history of Owen Sound type event to embrace our heritage.

Photo: http://www.owensound.ca/images/river/
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Coulter, Pam <pcoulter@owensound.ca>
Monday, November 19, 2012 11:27 AM
Bryant, Pat; Kim Allerton
FW:

For our list
Pamela Coulter, BA, MCIP RPP
Director of Community Services
519-376-4440 ext. 1252
519-371-0511 fax
From: . VICTORIOUS LIVING [mailto:vlc@rogers.com]
Sent: November-17-12 12:37 AM
To: Coulter, Pam
Subject:

Hello Pam
During an attempt to clean up my mail at home tonight I came across a public meeting notice regrading Downtown
River Area - Urban Design, in which I have evidently missed.
In the last paragraph it says to contact you if I am interested in receiving notice of the next meeting. Yes, I would
like to receive notice of next meeting please.
Could you possibly send any future notices to the office address of VLC Global which is 748 2nd Avenue East
please.
Thank you
Randy Kenendy
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gary Murphy <garym@teledyn.com>
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 6:19 PM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
admin@owensound.ca
Owen Sound River Precinct Comments

Gary has posted a Owen Sound River Precinct Comment notification
Gary Murphy
Phone: 5193700996
Email: garym@teledyn.com
Address:
460 8th Street West
Description:
I am inspired by those brightly coloured repurposed shipping container kiosk shops along Dundas just east of Bathurst in
Toronto, and imagine those with seating, some selling food, some crafts, sketch artists, buskers etc along 1st Ave East
between 9th and 10th st, revitalizing the back‐half of all those 2nd ave east stores.

Photo: http://www.owensound.ca/images/river/
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gary Murphy <garym@teledyn.com>
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 6:34 PM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
admin@owensound.ca
Owen Sound River Precinct Comments

Gary has posted a Owen Sound River Precinct Comment notification
Gary Murphy
Phone: 5193700996
Email: garym@teledyn.com
Address:
460 8th Street West
Description:
in Ottawa, when I had bicycle‐aged kids, we very much enjoyed biking along the canal‐side trails; there has to be provision
for walkers with children and the elderly, but having a continuous downtown circuit for cyclists (with strategic docking
locations) might encourage more bike traffic.
Unfortunately I won\'t be able to be at the monday meeting, but I expect from the Owen Sound Facebook Network talk,
you will have a lively time without me ;)

Photo: http://www.owensound.ca/images/river/
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

martinfcooper@sympatico.ca on behalf of Martin Cooper <martin@fremaco.com>
Tuesday, December 04, 2012 11:53 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
Owen Sound riverside plan
IMG_1286.jpeg; Untitled attachment 00010.txt; IMG_1284.jpeg; Untitled attachment 00013.txt; River bank advice.pdf;
Untitled attachment 00016.txt

Hi Kim,
I enjoyed your presentation last night and I think you are having brilliant insights into how to make this area work better. I
sent you a letter earlier via Linkdin and I didn't hear back. I assume you got it but I will attach a copy here just in case.
There are a couple of things I'd like to detail for you that come from our Mayor's committee back in the '90s I have drawn a
quick section through the gulley to show the stepped concept I mentioned at the meeting. By dropping the level of the
paths below the street level as far away as possible from the river, the viewing angle is improved and creates a new
atmosphere separated from the activities of the street. I feel this would be particularly effective on the east bank since
there are many areas of the west bank that are more attractive. Remember, the east bank was once a railroad bed and so it
was built up unnaturally steeply and so may need the most rehabilitation.
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Hi Kim,
Thanks for this note. Sorry I've taken so long to respond, I wanted to give a more
considered reply so I had to wait till I had time.
I will confine my thoughts to the area you describe. About 15 years ago I was on
a committee chaired by Deb Haswell on what to do with the riverbanks so I did at
that time give the matter a lot of thought. Since then there have been two bridges
replaced and other changes made and many discussions with Christy. I'll try to
sum up.
Walking along the path beside the river is one of the best ways to get a feel for
improving this strip. It needs to be continuous and intentional and some costly
work needs to be done.
"But why bother?" some will say. "it's only of interest to a few fishermen".
That is true and not many people do go down there but it's because of 3 reasons.
1 The path is interrupted and you can't follow the river to the harbour
2 It doesn't really take you anywhere easily
3 It's ugly down there.
The upstream section above 7th street IS nice. Improvements have made it quite
pleasant. To make it better more must be done.
1-To follow the river to the harbour at water level will be difficult. I believe it could
be done with a combination of floating dock sections and light pedestrian bridges
but that will take time.
2- When we talked I spoke of river crossings and I really think this is key. It may
be difficult to follow the river but lots want to cross every day and providing nice
tranquil places to cross would build traffic into these areas and make them more
park-like. If there was a way for pedestrians to cross in the middle of each block I
am certain that people would use them to avoid the noise and crush of the road
bridges. In front of the art gallery to the back of Fulfords is already a nice park but
you can't cross. The section to the north has the big construction of concrete and
limestone that leads to the riverbank but there is no reason to go down there
because you can't cross and it's not pretty. Even up to the south towards the mill
dam. If there was a bridge, strollers at the dam area could get across to walk the
improved path. Each of these links would become a regular route downtown for
some people. Bridges, I believe, are required to make it efficient for people to use
the riverbank area.
3- To make it less ugly I have several suggestions. Like I said when we met, I
believe that it is important to control the water level with a small dam. It is hard to
figure out where to put these paths when the water keeps moving away. When
the river is low it exposes the mud flat full of filth and when it is higher, garbage
and litter are blown and floated in from the harbor. The up and down of the water
is caused by the wind direction and other factors.
A tumble of big fat rocks with flat tops that allow water to flow among, under and
through them could be designed as both a dam and a set of stepping stones. I

would put this where the limestone structure is between 9th and 10th and with
stairs up the far bank it becomes place to cross and makes the limestone garden
more useful and attractive. On the opposite side It puts you straight at the back of
McCays old store. That place would be perfect to link through to the main street if
it had a good rear entrance. I can easily see a sunny cafe at the back and small
vendors inside that big open interior just like a St. Lawrence market feel.
A damming of the river at this spot would also force the salmon to jump creating
a new tourist attraction right downtown. It would also keep the water at a certain
level which can help guide the esthetics of the whole area. I ask you, would
Claude Monet have painted his water lilies if the pond kept draining from time to
time?
I believe if the dam were was designed properly it would not cause excessive
silting because it would drain right to the bottom and only control the level by a
few inches.
One thing I find particularly unattractive down there is the sewer outlets. These
gaping pipes are a very obvious feature and I believe they should be disguised or
naturalized by piling stone around and in front of them so that they still work but
are less prominent. The water arriving and playing into the bigger river flow
should be what the eye is drawn to and not the mysterious ugly hole it arrives
from.
I hope this helps,
Martin

The other thing I mentioned in my earlier letter has to do with the streams that enter the gulley via
municipal sewer openings. These are never pretty and they are even worse if you happen to be inclined
to stroll down there. It is not easy to get past the impressions from our biology that stuff coming out of
an open hole is vile. It makes one think of various bodily functions. Yet water splashing and streams
joining are full of beauty and fascination.
Below is a picture of a little stream that comes onto my property that I have had to deal with for years
and I am happy to show you how I resolved the issue. I trapped the flow into a pipe so that I could make
it splash into the pool but how to get away from that unpleasant look of a urinating pipe?
If the pipe empties onto a rock surface and the pipe is hidden under another rock surface, it can be
accepted by the viewer as water we have all seen coming out from between layers of sedimentary rock
such as we have all around this area. As long as you can't see the pipe, it is visually much better without
causing a slowing of the water flow. I suggest something along this line be done at the base of the 8th
and 9th street bridge to make the streams there more of a water feature and less of a "sewer outflow".
The quarries around here have lots of inferior pieces that could do this job cheaply.
Here's my stream. I'm sorry the picture is not clearer but the orange patch is a little fish lurking around
just where the water flows off the point of a rock shelf and drops into the pool.
So, once again, thanks for your work on this, It may take many years to take shape but having a good
plan is essential.
Best wishes,
Martin Cooper
519‐375‐1148

Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Doug McKee <doug.suemckee@sympatico.ca>
Thursday, December 06, 2012 10:03 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
admin@owensound.ca
Owen Sound River Precinct Comments

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Doug has posted a Owen Sound River Precinct Comment notification
Doug McKee
Phone: 519 371 4418
Email: doug.suemckee@sympatico.ca
Address:
440 4th Avenue West
Description:
My appologies for not attending Dec 3rd meeting I was in Mississauag with dentist specialist. The Festival has concerns
about removing our fencing especially as it concerns to vandalism. All our vandalism occurs downtown and removal of
fencing would put many thousands of dollars of displays in danger of damage. We will monitorand attend.

Photo: http://www.owensound.ca/images/river/
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Kim Allerton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Angie Angie <marilha.garau@bbcr.com.br>
Thursday, December 27, 2012 10:40 AM
kallerton@northwoodassociates.ca
admin@owensound.ca
Owen Sound River Precinct Comments

Angie has posted a Owen Sound River Precinct Comment notification
Angie Angie
Phone: FCFQuvRNPQTLQGH
Email: marilha.garau@bbcr.com.br
Address:
lKJGFIHp
Description:
That\'s the best answer by far! Thanks for cotnirbuting.

Photo: http://www.owensound.ca/images/river/
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